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VISION OF THE FUTURE

AS. President-elect Jerry Simmons sets his sights on tomorrow
By Leslie Asbury

a« ording I Simintms. -students that fell thiough
the tI iiks "I s S7,110.1)111)ijil, iss I ii I hind hit
1111.11th Ii,i "."" hd "I
On Slay 8, Jerry Simmons will be taking over. With ""n". ’11"1"I’
Antithei .1 Simmons’ 1111,01111Cs, ht. 1.11d. IN 11111It
45.2 pettent of the votes, there appears to he no
\,11111,1.11, .11111 Rell)1(1, lItRe
doubt that the students want him in the president’s ing the lines .II
"Students iity iinsunitt sitid Simmons. "\Vi
office of the Associated Students.
His agenda is full and he said he is ready to make to be more creati5C ii Ii is serve (them I f Si 01
some changes in the university. Simmons is currently of his ideas are extending the 4f-1(e hours into the
the A.S. director of Student Services, vice-chairman evening, opening up more WU idmvs during the peak
times of the veal .ind
of
the
A.S.
Finance
creating a bent I n
Committee and a member of
pay
and file paperwork.
the A.S. personnel commitlie said he feels it is a
Students are consumers. We
tee, child care task force and
waste 01 tune standing
the Student Union Board of
have to be more creative on how to in one line for paperDirectors.
work and then moving
"He’s been one of the serve (them).
to another line to pay.
more influential members on
Simmons said he
the Board and has made a lot
Jerry Simmons hopes to work out a deal
of connections on the camA.S. President-elect with Admissions and
pus," said AS. Vice PresidentRecords to loan out
elect Mike Yaghmai.
some of the 350 student
This past year Simmons
assistants
that AS.
boasted a perfect attendance
record to S. board meetings. Yaghmai said nobody employs. "(Admissions and Records) do not have
else on the Board has that kind of attendance, the resources to increase the staff over there," said
except himself. Simmons has also written a five year Simmons.
"It is such a hassle to be a student (at SJSU)," said
financial plan for the problematic child care center,
and was the one who made intramural sports and Simmons. "That is why we have an enrollment problem."
aerobic classes free to all students.
The child care center has been an issue in the A.S.
"(Simmons) is always bringing in new ideas to produce an end product," said Fawn Bergman, A.S. board for some time. Being on the task force,
Simmons
said he hopes to see the process all the way
Child Development Center coordinator. "He follows
through. He said the final recommendation to the
through with his problems."
The newly elected board members have already board has been put through and is waiting board
sat down and set up their plans for next year. Among members’ apprm.d. He estimates that with him as
them a scholarship program that is designed for, A.S. president, the center should be up and ntnning
fall 1997.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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New A.S. President-elect Jerry Simmons surveys
the San Jose State University campus from atop
the Student Union.

His agenda for the 1996-97 term includes lowering the prices for books and food by contracting
out Spartan Shops.

Both Simmons and Vaghmai said they agree that
thus star Ass",
Students hoard did not get
mmilished. "Nothing wit done because of
I
the diiim Ict fights," said N*11111.11.
1 he% said next our will be diner ent because the
entire hi,aid agrees. "The smut ills Het ted a team
that can sin k together." said Sininums. "It will be a
year to watch with a lot of substantial chat tges."

"(Simmons} will be very involved and make every
attempt to get his promises delivered," said
Bergman.

miii

When asked if she thought Jerry Simmons would
make changes for the better of the students during
his term in office. Bergman said. if I were to make a
prediction. I would say ’yes.’"

Recycling
knowledge
Center provides
conservation tips
By Michael Barton
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Recycling old ideas about waste management is about the only thing with which the
Center for the Development of Recycling
(CDR) can’t help you.
Since 1989, the CDR has been the location of Santa Clara County’s recycling information clearinghouse. The office, located
in room 115 of Washington Square Hall at
SJSU, provides and shares information on
new methods for recycling and integrated
waste management throughout the county’s
16 jurisdictions.
The CDR, housed within the environmental studies program, was brought to its
home at SJSU through the persistence of
Bruce Olszewski, the environmental studies
director, with strong support from the
administration.
"I think what we’re doing is a really great
thing," Olszewski said.
The CDR provides a conummity center
See Recycling, page 6

Raymond Gonzales
runs brown bottles
through the glass
pulverizing machine
at ABC Recycling
Industries Ltd. in
Santa Clara. After
the bottles are sorted by color, the bottles are pulverized
and shipped to a
glass consumer that
melts them down
and makes new
glass bottles.
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Preparing for the Big One
By Jennifer Johnson
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Being earthquake preparedness month, April might bring to
mind the chaos that followed the 1989 Loma Priem earthquake
that shook the Bay Area.
The quake, which registered 7.1 on the Richter
scale, led many communities
to ask important questions
about earthquake preparedness. Questions such as what
to do when neighbors had to
rely on each other because
outside help was unavailable;
who was watching the kids or
checking houses for gas leaks when parents or homeowners
were not able to get home.
Sunnyvale sets a good example. With the Sunnyvale
Neighborhoods Actively Prepare (SNAP) program intact during
the 1989 quake, Sunnyvale residents showed the rest of the Bay
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What to do before it hits

Area boss’ COD11111.1114 can rely on themselves during a natural
disaster.
Lynn Brown, Sunnyvale community services officer, said the
city council and Sunnyvale communities got together and creat
ed SNAP out of a real
ization that in the event
of a natural disaster, the.
city could not respind
effectively on its mil
"The city pro\ m, the training and help"
neighborhom Is
the
organize," Brown said
"The rest is up m
them." He said the%
train citizens in CPR
and educate them on what to do if ui earthquake occurs.
Their program provides an outline in their Emergene
Preparedness Workbook of how to prepare for an earthqmiki .

From the SNAP preparedness workbot.k
Before an earthquake, walk through your home with your familv.
1. Search (M. hazards. This includes
structural possibilities in your home’s
construction and furnishings which are
not adequately secured to walls, floors
and ceilings.
2. Discuss whet e .md how you can protect yourself in each room. This includes
where is the safest place a particular room
such as away from windows, hanging
mirrors or pictures and items which are
not secured on dressers and tables.
3. Practice by plat ing yourself in these
places. Put yourself into the position that
would best protect.

4. Practice "Duck, Cover and Hold"
earthquake drills regularly (every four to
six months).
Do this by calling out, ’Earthquake,"
and assume is role.
Duck under a sturdy piece of furniture
or under a doorway, not under beds or
other objects that could collapse.
Cover your head with vont hands and
arms from flying glass and falling objects.
Hold on to furniture and if it moves,
move with it.
Afterwards. discuss what each family
member did correctly and incorrectly.

See Quake, page 7

Bobbitt is released

Round up the boys

Pepsi turns blue

Turning vegetarian

Lorena Bobbitt has been
released from courtordered therapy and
supervision almost three
years after slicing off her
husband’s penis with a
kitchen knife.

Treasury Secretary Robert
Rubin referred 31 agents
for further inquiry or possible discipline Tuesday for
participating in "Good 01’
Boy Roundups" that
included racist behavior.

Next to those bright red
cans, Pepsi just wasn’t
getting the attention it
wanted. The company is
introducing a vivid blue
can in Europe and other
parts of the world.

As the European Union
approved the plan to
slaughter millions of British
clattle, worry over the
nation’s mad cow disease is
spurring consumers in
opposite directions.
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Both parents should take responsibility
Califorma has one of the
highest rates of teen births
in the United States. Gov.
Pete Wilson has proposed a new,
obvious,
hilt
surprisingly
approach to reducing teen pregnancy.
By spending $6 million as part
of his Male Involvement Initiative,
Wilson plans to engage, young
men in the discussion about their
responsibility for impregnating
these young women.
It’s about time men were
involved on the prevention side.
For the most part, in the past the
burden of prevention has fallen
on the women.
California spends between $5
billion and $7 billion annually in
state and federal aid to families

It’s about time
men were
involved on the
prevention side.
with teen mothers, according to
the Department of Health
Services. In the short run, spending another $6 million on another government program may
seem like a waste of money. In the
long run, it may save millions.
Agencies controlling the intiative funds need to create programs which involve young men
in the debate and not just resort
to finger pointing and blame. The

fin us should be on prevention
and the consequences of irrespot isibility.
The Department of Health
Services reports that adult men
father three quarters of the children born to teens. Gov. Wilson
has already allocated more than
$2 million to programs in 16
counties, including Santa Clara,
to begin cracking down on these
men. Part of the solution to this is
incarcerating men engaging in
sex with underage girls.
The bigger problem is encouraging young men to be more conscientious about their decisions
and should pregnancy occur,
young men need to support the
teen mothers emotionally and
financially. After all, it does take
two to tango.

But why is ’three strikes’ being applied to two-strike violent criminals

when their third strike is as bloodletting as swiping tags from mattresses?

Three bites and you’re out
Br William jeske
Whenever I was caught rifling through the cookie
jar probing among the Mothers and Hydroxes for
the coveted Oreos, my mother would garnish ttiv
prizes and have me stand in the corner for about i -, !Hi i iutes with stern instructions to think hard about %, li ,1 I did
wrong.
Eventually it dawned on me that
what I did wrong was to get caught. 1
repeated this crime so often I was
deemed incorrigible, and so the
cookie jar was consequently moved
about two feet above my reach to
another cabinet
of the "Thr
ith the applicationee
Strikes, You’re Out" law in 30 states.
including California, I wonder it
applying baseball rule crime laws is
the right incentive to keep criminals
from repeating crimes.
Perhaps if that first time I was
caught pilfering goodies the sentence was standing for 45
minutes to an hour, I would have had more time to brainstorm all kinds of scenarios of how I was foiled by my arch
nemesis Momzor, Queen of Cookiedom.
As ridiculous as the above reads, the three strikes law is
just as loony. Especially because it is being applied to criminals whose crimes are hardly any more severe than a child
conspiring to rob the first national cookie bank.
Recently a 27-year-old man was sentenced to 25-years-tolife for stealing a slice of pizza. Even in baseball, the rules
are flexible. Sometimes a batter can walk to base by getting
enough "balls."
As I understand it, the "Three Strikes, You’re Out" law
was to be applied to violent criminals. Why are pizza pilferers being sent to jail? Did he commit some sort of sick and
perverse crime involving Italian-American cuisine? Maybe
he’s the prime suspect in the Dominoes/Pizza-a-Go-Go
Massacre?
Does this third strike compare to the first two which may
actually have been unspeakably horrid? Maybe he wasjailed

for eating peas with a knife or a peanut butter and jelly
sandwich with the jelly side down.
If we need to apply sports rules to criminal lins
so as to accommodate the mass’ misplaced fears.
maybe it should be some sport that wasn’t so full
of internal bickering it had a season-killing strike.
Wouldn’t you feel safer knowing the criminals
stalking your neighborhood are only one crime
away from qualifor the "six
penalties
and
u’re benched"
tv
aw? It’ll be "In (penalties" for cot criminals.
e could put
people away for
societal strikes that
provide
socially
redeemable
Anyone
results.
not making the grade within par for the course gets the
pathetic exisrest
of
their
the
they
spend
slammer where
tence indenting dimples onto golf balls bv hand.
Critics of "three strikes" hold that if violent criminals were
to simply serve longer terms for their first strike, it is more
than likely they’ll refrain from committing a second.
They also hold that three times at bat is two chances too
many for criminals to stay out of trouble.
But why is "three strikes" being applied to two-strike violent criminals when their third strike is as bloodletting as
swiping tags from mattresses?
If we’re going to apply this law correctly, we need to make
it very clear as to whether you can get away with three violent crimes or minor felonies. Can you mix and match?
Maybe creative arid industrious criminals can bludgeon
their two very favorite people to hate and get it out of the
way knowing they always have one more strike for a rainy
day.
Simply put, the three strikes is a good idea if the first violent strike earns a long sentence. With murderers the

if we’re going to apply this law Ring
correctly, we need to make i t.0
very clear as to whether you ’ege
can get away with three violent
crimes or minor felonies.

exception, everyone deserves a second chance. But vioNon-violent criminals can be incarcerated for terms that grow in length with each
crime.
But keep them away from whichever cell
block they keep cookie criminals. I’ll need
absolutely no interruptions as I concoct my next
diabolical plan to be Oreo Emperor of the
World.
Just try and stop me.

lence-wise, not a third.

William fe.ske is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer.

Actions Neatly Chained

True lies

what to do when tomorrow never comes

can tell as
you
much about people from what
they haven’t done as
from what they have.
We usually measure
people by their accomplishments. Their successes. Often their failures.
We
measure
people by what they
have done or are trying to do.
I hope none of my future employers are paying
attention. I hope they are too busy doing things to
read this. Because I’m going to tell you a secret. If
you really want to gauge my potential, don’t look at
test scores or grades or my rØsumØ.
Take a look at my room this morning. Take a look
at what I haven’t done.
Start with my bed because that is where my body (at
least half of it) started this day. It really isn’t so much a
bed anymore but a pile of blankets, twisted in a blanket whirl by my tossy-turvy nights. I haven’t made it in

JUSTIN
CARDER

mouths. I haven’t put the sheets in order. I don’t even
wash the sheets which have taken on a menacing gray
cast. I sleep, get up, and forget it. I don’t "do anything.
Like my laundry, which sits in a growing pile at the
foot of my blanket pile. It will sit until I have nothing
left to wear. And then it will sit longer. I call it recycling. I apologize to those who must sit near me. Just
ask these poor people. They measure me for something I haven’t done by something I do. Stink. They
are the innocent victims of what I haven’t done.
Mostly I just hurt myself. I don’t just mean stepping
on my overturned clock radio with bare feet in the
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middle of the night. I mean I make my life way more
difficult than it has to be. If only I accomplished a few
things. Got ahead. Did something.
My wallet, for instance. I lost it two years ago and
along with it, important little documents that make
life difficult.
I have known for four months that I will need my
social security card for my summer internship. I have
done nothing. A simple phone call would start a simple process to simply issue a simple card. Instead, the
phone number sits, undialed, scrawled on a piece of
paper in a pile of pieces of paper.
Forms with due dates and priority dates and don’tbother-it’s-too-late dates. Applications. Papers, halfread and half-written. Documents. Certificates. Phone
messages, e-mail, flames, blames, shames. Thank-you
notes, love notes. Bills, notices and warnings. No
stamps. Not logged on. Nothing done.
It’s not that I don’t have the time. It’s not that I am
too busy with the things that I do "do." I had time to
watch the Giants get beat on opening day. I know who
the Kaiser is in "The Usual Suspects. I’ve checked out
comet Hyukatake’s Web pages. I’ve picked the lint
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from my belly button.
I find time to watch televisions, fiddle around online and vegetate. I just can’t make myself do more
than the minimum, the survival level, a little to the
left of the point at which my clothes become so foul,
the sheets so gray, the piles of pieces of paper so high,
that lam smothered.
It is as ill want to see. Want to know. Need to know.
What will happen if and when it falls apart?
What do I do when my boxers are moldy and my
school paperwork goes sniffled? What will happen if
all the tomorrows never come? What if! neglect my
procrastination?
Maybe then, finally then, I will do something.
DUE TO PROCRASTINATION, THE LATEST
ACTIONS NEATLY CHAINED ON THE WWW
WILL BE A LITTLE [ATE THIS WEEK. WHEN YOU
HAVE A MOMENT, POINT YOUR BROWSER AT
mom sjsu.trfu/depts/Daily/Artirms/
Justin Canter is a Spartan 1)0t19 Columnist.
his column appears every Wednesday.

Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be.
put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bente] Hall. room 209
"faxed to (408)924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor.
School of Journalism and Mass Communications. San
Jose State University. One Washington Square. San Jose,
CA. 95199-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity. grammar. libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus
of the Spartan Daily editors. not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications or SISH.
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’RTA
um
s Daily Calendar
Today
Asian Student Support Group
Meeting. 230p.m.-4p.m.
Administration Bldg.,
nu. 201. Call 9245910.
Buhver-Lytton English Club
Meeting with entertainment
and refreshments. 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.
Democrats
C
NI=Ilig.
4p.m. Student
Union, Mnntalvo rm
Gisil 364-1243.

School of Art & Design
Student pliers exhibits.
1la.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 924-4330.

Hong Kong Club
Meeung. 12:30p.m.-1:30p.m.
Student l’nion,
Chambers. Call 896-2663.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 12noon. John XXII
Center, 195 E. San Fernando St. Call 938-1610.
Concert Choir
Choir needs tenors and altos.
Apply 9a.m.-10:30a.m.
Music Bldg., Choral Activities
office. Call 924-4332.

The Listening Hour
Opera San Jose wil perform
excerpts from "The Marriage
of Figaro’ and "Madama Butterfly"12:30p.m.-1:15p.m.
Music Bldg., Concert Hall.
Call 92451.

Sociology Club
Meeting. 3p.m.-4p.m. Dudley
Moorhead Hall, rm. 226B.
Call 9245523.

Meteorology Seminar
Ds:1:m=1 edition)
Trends,
by Iticluird Wagner. NoonI_P_In Duncan Hall, rm. 615.
Call 9245200.

Thursday

ReEntry Advisory Program
Brown hag lunch, and presentation ’Career Decisions," by
Cluris Clark-Talley from the
Career Center. Noon-1:30p.m.
Student Union, Pacheco rm.
Call 924-5950.

Department
nt of Nutrition
td Sciencee
Measuring percentage of body
fat ($5 for students, fuulty,
staff). 3:15p.m.-4:45p.m.
CentralOassroom Bldg., rm.
103. Call 924-3110.

Gin,, Lesbian, Bisexual
Alliance
Wrung 3.30p.m.-5p.m.
MarQuarrie Hall, rm. 223.
(phone number withheld).

Theatre Arts
Department. School Touring
Ensemble Program
"Studio Hour (free admission). 12:30p.m. Hugh Gillis
Hall, Hal Todd Theatre.
Call 924-4664.

Meteorology Seminar Series
illects of Sur face Heat
Fluxes and Horizontal Advective Tendencies, by Gregory L.
Hunt. 11:45a.m.- 12:45p.m.
Duncan Hall, rm. 615. Call
924-5200.

School of Art & Design
Student galler exhibits
Jason Ctullas. his lass;
Sharon Seale, MM exhibit:
Lisa Ricci, 11}A exhibit:
Ethan Miller, painting;
(..ahrielle Bye, multimedia
installation; and "Measured
Movement: The Art of Labor "
1 larii.-4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 924-4330,

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. i 2tioon. John XXII
Center,I95 E. Slit Fernando St. Call 936-1610.

Student Society for
Technical Communication
Meeting, with topic of "Putting
a Portfolio Together." 7p.m.8p.m. Student Union, Cos.
.moanrut Call (510) 7137373.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Book sale (donations
wel(Onie). 10a.m.-2p.m.
Wahlquist Library, rm, 408
and (lark library, lobby.
Call 9242705

Block Student Union
Meeting. fip.m. Student
Union, Pacheco rm.
Call 9246229.

Spina Guideks bee and
seinbIs to madams rand=soodulons.
too dun
biZaricalion. Forms
as DOH BA.
flifflatiarylm edited to
slow for Tact nntrialooa.

Ok18841.111 Shark Ryu
Kowa CM
Woiritaid.
Spanim
rm. Mt. Cail

Crusade ha Christ
meeting.
e
Student Union.
mead 924-7910.

Penis
slasher
released

PEOPLE
Politics, entertainment, drug use and other works of electronic art
Ex-candidate Forbes to host tax-time SNL
liEDMINS I ER. Nt (Al’) - List. how New 1)a k. its the
millionaire publishing heir who brought you flat-tax lever!
Steve Forbes, who ended his failed campaign for the
Republican presidential nomination last month after
spending about $30 million of his own fortune, will be the
host of NBC’s "Saturday Night Live" April 13.
"It’ll be good fun. I’ll be able to do to my former opponents what I couldn’t do on the campaign trail," Forbes
said.
When asked what he would do with the $5,000 stipend
given to guest hosts, Forbes quipped that he’d use it to
help pay his campaign debts.
Other politicians to do a stint on "SNL" include then New York Mayor Ed Koch in 1983, George McGovern in
1984 and Jesse Jackson in 1984.
SNL regular Mark McKinney has caricatured the
bespectacled publisher of Forbes magazine in the past.
Forbes said he saw McKinney’s caricature once, commenting. Ile probably does me better than I could."

Clinton pitch garners more boos than cheers
BALTIMORE (Al’) - Pat Buchanan and more than a
few lusty lxio-birds were in the stands Tuesday as President
Clinton threw a soft, slow pitch to open the Baltimore
Orioles’ 1996 baseball season a day late.
Clinton, wearing khakis, an orange-and-black Orioles
jacket and matching cap, took the mound at Camden
Yards after being introduced to a roughly even number of
boos and cheers. The boos resounded louder.
Smiling, the president tossed a harmless, high lob to
catcher Chris Holies and, still smiling, strode from the
mound to greet Peter Angelos, the Orioles’ owner, and
Maryland Gov. Parris Glendening. The governor also was
booed.
Presidential spokesman Mike McCurry chalked up the
boos to "a longstanding tradition" at Camden lards,
downtown Baltimore’s 3-year-old ballpark. About the only
person to receive universal cheers prior to the game with
Kaiisas City was Orioles star Cal Ripkett

Chilton joined Orioles antiount
}).111
of the game. He joked that took the pie her’s
old%
"because Ripken taunted me up
- I -he pi, ,,,lential
pitch cleared the plate in the strike zolic
Buchanan, soldiering on in the Repul di/an pi csidential
campaign despite Sen. Bob Dole’s uncatchable lead, was
not introduced over the public address system. Wearing a
bluejacket, he watched Clinton’s pitch standing near his
seat between home plate and first base, chatting with fellow spectators and seemingly oblivious to the Clinton
boos.
Before his pitch, Clinton and Baltimore Mayor Kurt
Schmoke visited both teams in their locker rooms. He
exchanged banter with shortstop Ripken, second baseman
Roberto Molnar and pitcher Kent Mercker. He told Mike
Mussina, the Orioles’ starting pitcher: "Good luck today."
Clinton told Miller he considered Mussina a fine pitcher. "Oh he’s so very good," Clinton said.
Clinton was to have delivered his pitch Monday, but the
glint- was rained out. He attended Tuesday’s rescheduled
g.tille after greeting Italian President Oscar Scalar() at the
%% bite House. Clinton left the game early to return to
a.hington hit .1 state dim OF smith Scalfaro.

Teacher axed despite director’s plea
_
)4..0 word from direc11.1)1 N
tor BenI cud, Bertolucci couldn’t ..it high school teacher
Alfred Wilde’ ’s job.
Wilder didn t apply "good professional judgment" in
showing the Bertolucci film "1900" in his logic and debate
class, the Jefferson County school board said Monday in
voting unanitnously to dismiss him.
Officials objected to nudity, drug use and violence portrayed in the movie about Italian fascism, which starred
Donald Sutherland and Robert De Niro.
Bertolucci testified by telephone in support of Wilder in
February. He defended his portrayal of Italian fascism as
MI accurate depiction of the atrocities (lithe time.
Wilder, 61, was suspend! in March 1995 after he
showed "1900" without pet nns,n tit bout the print n)1t.

Mitchell purse part of GTW 60th anniversary
\)\\ N Vs, (
.k Pt - Although audio: Mdigmet
hell guarded her priviu s italously, a small purse she
ss.r, carrvitig the night she was suuck by a car is on display
Its all part of a celebration of the 60th anniversary of the
publication of Mitchell’s "Gone With the Wind."
The black zippered bag contains her wallet, driver’s
license, Atlanta Carnegie Library card, paper Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway credit cards, calling cards, a thimble, a
small silver box and a handkerchief embroidered with her
nickname, "Peggy."
The purse is on loan from the author’s nephew, Joseph
Mitchell. The Newnan-Coweta Historical Society is also
exhibiting signed first editions, posters and other memorabilia from the "(MTV" collection of Herb Bridges.
Miss Mitchell was crossing Peachtree Street to see a
movie on Aug. I 1, 1949, when she was struck by the car.
She died five days later.

Gates adds Adams to his on-line gallery
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children, said she went public in
hopes of bringing help to the
other family’s children. She saitl
she also meant to expose rampant
child abuse in this working-class
mountain city’ of 17,000.
"I used the swear words as an
attention -getter," Patton said.
But she acknowledged she had
not filed a police report.
Fawi Carnes, 33, the mother
whom Patton attacked on the

NI \\ loRK (Al’) - One (i.1% StIll stout have to leave
home to gaze at the splendor of Yosemite.
Computer software mogul Bill Gates has obtained electronic rights to the works of Ansel Adams, the acclaimed
nature photographer.
The deal, announced Tuesday, gives Gates the electronic rights to Adams’ 2,500 images of the American wilderness. About 9 million books, posters and calendars based
on the stark and moving photos have been sold.
The Corbis Corp., a Bellevue. Wash. -based company
owned by Gates, is in the process of putting together an
enormous digital library. Last fall. Corbis purchased the
Bettmann Archive and its collection of millions of historical photos.
The specific terms of the deal were not disclosed, but
Corbis will have exclusive rights to distribute Adams’ photos electronically for 20 years. Adams died in 1984 at age
82.
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isatiolis, till liii i_is hase been
tilcd
"It’s totally inappropriate."
police Detective Robert Canale
said. "You don’t go on TV, especially when children ale insolved."
Still. Patton rellIMIlls
"bet Mhilig I said is till,’.
Patton said Monda, "Appatenils. I
touched on one ol the town
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de of suntan lotion.
She could have said all she
wanted about me and I would have
laughed it off, but she brought my
babies into this," ( mi itt’s said.
Cat in -s said her funds is getting
counseling to cope with the public
humiliation from the show. She
s some of her children, ages 3 to
e taunted at school.
snd though the mayor asked
It police to look into Patton ’s

dtt hing that night Its.
show.
\I mouth just chopped
that it
I was c r5 nig."
to the
Carnes and Patton were neighbors and friends for more than two
vears hut had an angry falling out
last summer. Patton had videotaped the Lund, while the women
welt still friends.
Carnes denies Patton’s (teens&
tii ins and says their fight was over
hulled money and a born used hot-

4,

\ \

hint has been reltased
from court-ordered theraps and
supervision almost three years
after slicing off her husband’s
penis with a kitchen knife.
Judge Herman A. Whisenantir.
last week granted Ms. Bobbitt’s
petition for an unconditional
release.
That was the recommendation
of her therapist and the countv’s
Community Service Board, who
have been monitoring her since
January 1994, when a jury found
her innocent by reason of insanity
in the malicious wounding of
John Wayne Bobbin,
The Bobbins divorced last sear.

Public access show turns into sexual abuse accusation forum
NORTH ADAMS, Mass. (Al’) Appearing on her public-access
cable TV show about papier-mache
masks, Royce Patton suddenly
turned to the camera and spewed
sexual abuse accusations against a
former neighbor’s family.
Patton showed video of the family’s home and seven children and
used their first names. She gave an
explicit, profanity laced explanation of how one of the children
performed a sex act on a sibling
and how the mother was fully
aware of it.
of
freedom
wasn’t
"This
speech," said Mayor John Barrett
III. ’It was obscene."
Hundreds of calls flooded the
town’s TV offices after the March
14 show of "Masquerade." Within
days Patton’s show was canceled
and the family she accused filed a
citizens libel complaint against her.
Patton, 28, a mother of three
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and diagnostic systems, has immediate positions open
for software engineers. Must possess a B.S. or M.S. in
Computer Science or Electrical Engineering with a CS
concentration, with a minimum 3.0 GPA in major and
overall. Citizenship or possession of permanent residency is required (no practical training or student visas
please). Challenging and interesting work, competitive
salary and benefits, relocation reimbursement, signing
bonus and quality area to live are all part of the package.
Beautiful Lake Tahoe is only 11 miles up the road!
Bently Nevada will be recruiting at University of
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Economy has weakest showing since recession
But new jobs,
increased orders
point to rebound
WASHINGTON (AP)
The economy
grew just 2 percent List year. the smallest
advance since the last recession, but signs
are springing up of a modest rebound as
wittier ended.
Fhe Commerce Department said
fuesdav the revised gross domestic product was even weaker than its initial 2.1 percent estimate in late February.

The hides of Leading I, onomic
Indicators lose sharply in Fehrtiai% as businesses sot Led tn the January blizzard
brought workers back on the toll. The
Conferem e Board, a New iirk business
test-an ii group. said Tuesda% the index
climbed 1.3 percent.
As for GDP. the 1995 performance was
the most anemic since the economy actually shrink percent in 1991. thc last year
of the pit-slims economic downturn. The
GDP had shot up 3.5 percent in 1994.
The 1995 expansion was held back in
part by a slim 0.5 percent annual rate of
growth in the final three months, down
from the original 0.9 percent estimate. It

fiidgiin.n at a 3.0 percent rate from
August through September.
The revision was due to less business
investment, smaller inventories and a
smaller dc-dine in the trade deficit than
first thought dial ’II set more consumer
spending than oi iginally estimated.
The economy showed few signs of
strengthening in early 1996 when the partial government shutdown and blizzards
and severe weather froze output in many
areas.
Lately, it has shown signs of picking up
speed, with an explosion of new jobs in
February, increased factory orders and
strong home sales.

11-lir economy. seems at this stage to be
run ll tug at a reasonably good clip."
Feder al
Reserve
Chairman
Alan
Greenspan told Congress last week. Just a
month earlier, he had worried about a
"dismal" start to the year.
The Fed declined to cut short-term
interest rates last week to stimulate inure
growth. It had nudged rates down in both
lb collier and January in an attempt to
eitnigorate the economy.
It was the Fed’s earlier rate hikes that
led to last year’s economic slowdown.
A measure of inflation tied to the GDP
report showed prices remained under
control in 1995, rising just 2.5 percent and

including a 2.1 percent annual rate during
the final three months.
The report also showed that after-tax
corporate profits slowed during the fourth
timitter, to a 1.9 percent increase front 2.9
percent during the previous three
months
quarter economic growth was
F
trimmed by a quarter percentage point
because of’ the two partial government
shutdowns, which some analysts have said
%mild depress first-quarter growth by a
similar,uiiount.
Cons lllll er spending increased just 1.2
percent in the fourth quarter compared
with 2.8 percent in the third quarter.

Treasury puts a halt to ’Good 01’ Boy’ Roundups
,
\
WASH! N.
Treasuri Sr.. rctar v Robci t Rubin
referred 31 agents for further
inquiry or possible discipline
Tuesday for participating in "Good
01’ Boy Roundups that included
racist behavior.
At the same time, the Treasury
Department barred its 19,500 law
enforcement officers from attending future Roundups and adopted
guidelines for officers’ off-duty
behavior.
Treasury officials, reacting to the
fallout from the annual parties,

said Ow .ire instituting rules to
prohibit "off-duty manifestations
of racial and other forms of bias."
The gatherings for law enforcement officers at a southeastern
Tennessee campground, held for
the last 16 years, turned in recent
years into marathon drinking
bouts where women feared for
their safety and some participants
engaged in racist conduct.
Reviews by inspectors general at
the Treasury and the Justice
departments found that 45 Justice
employees and 120 to 200 Treasury

workers attended the Roundups
over the 16-year period.
The reviews found no evidence
that the Treasury or Justice
employees engaged in overtly
racist acts. But some of the agents
witnessed such acts and should
have taken action to stop them,
Treasury officials told reporters.
"We cannot enforce the law, fairly and with repute, unless law
enforcement officials demonstrate,
in perception and reality, that their
behavior is as free from bias as the
fair administration of justice

requires them to be." RUbill said
in a statement.
In addition, he said, "All
Treasury employees are on notice
that they should not attend anything like a ’Good Or Boy
Roundup’ in 1996 or at any time in
the future."
The new rules against racist
behavior immediately take effect
for all Treasury agents except for
unionized employees in the US.
Customs Service, for whom it will
be an issue in contract negotiations, the officials said. The other

Espy investigation widens
Prosecutor finds
evidence of gifts,
payments
,Ar) _ I he

,intating former
Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy
has found evidence of payments
or gifts to Espy and close associates
in return for favors from the
department, says a court order
that broadens the investigator’s
reach.
The ruling by a special threejudge panel says independent
counsel Donald C. Smaltz asked to
broaden his investigation after
finding "substantive evidence of
violations of federal criminal law
by associates of Secretary Espy."
Smaltz "has identified evidence

alleguilk ...bowing a pattern of conduct iii lviiig payments or gifts to
Espy and his close associates in
return for favorable treatment by
the Department of Agriculture,
the court said.
Its ruling, issued Monday, noted
that Smaltz’ request for expanded
jurisdiction cited affidavits from
federal agents "who uncovered the
new matters during their investigation."
Because of secrecy requirements, the court gave no clue
whom Smaltz wanted to investigate in addition to Espy, who
resigned in December 1994, nor
what the alleged favors were. It
also gave no details of the alleged
payments or gifts. Espy has not
been charged in the 18-month
investigation, which the General
Accounting Office says had cost
$3.4 million by last fan.

Calls to Espy’s home and to his
attorney were not immediately
returned.
Smaltz has cast a wide net,
examining contacts between several businesses and the department
over a range of issues, including
food safety, pesticides, export promotion funds, crop insurance and
rural utility loan rates.
As a result, Smaltz’s jurisdiction
has been challenged more than 40
times by motions in a lower district
court, the special panel noted,
without saying who won those
legal fights.
The investigation was triggered
by reports that Espy and his girlfriend received travel, lodging and
sports tickets from Tyson Foods
Inc., the poultry giant headquartered in President Clinton’s home
state of Arkansas.
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Treasury agencies include the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, the Secret Service and
the Internal Revenue Service.
The guidelines, recommended
by a Treasury task force, also
include a stringent screening
process, including psychological
testing, to avoid hiring agents who
are biased or emotionally unstable.
A law enforcement official said
the rules raise questions about how
much control a government
agency can exercise over its
employees’ personal time.

Clinton calls a truce
President says now is not the time for campaigning
on the side of political reform, democracy, respecting the rights of other countries and economic
reform."
Some Republicans in Congress have accused
Clinton of cozying up to Yeltsin at last month’s
anti-terrorism summit in Egypt reportedly discussing U.S. help in his re-election campaign in
exchange for easing Russian restrictions on US.
poultry imports.
Clinton made the comments after a meeting
with the Italian president. He praised Italy as
a strong partner for 50
years.
"He has always, always
worked to strengthen the
close
cooperation
Bin Clinton between our two counUnited States President tries," Clinton said. He
thanked the Italian president for his country’i
support of international
peace efforts in Bosnia and the Middle East.
Clinton saluted Italian soldiers working side by
side with Americans in Bosnia. "They are giving
the people of Bosnia a chance for peace," he said.
Questions from U.S. reporters dealt with recent
political developments.

WASHINGTON (Al’) President Clinton, suggesting there’s plenty of time ahead for campaigning, called for a political truce for now with Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole. "We shouldn’t have a
work stoppage between now and November,"
Clinton said.
The president, speaking at a news conference
with Italian President Oscar Luigi Scalfaro, said he
hoped that bipartisan agreements could be
reached
with
Republicans in Congress
on key issues.
"I just hope we can
avoid this kind of gridlock. There’s no need for
it," Clinton said when
asked about the contest
with Dole, the all-butnominated GOP presidential candidate.
"We both have jobs to
do and we ought to do
a
’
them," lillitatn saiels He said he hoped presidential politics did not
interfere with the ability of Congress to enact legislation that he could support saying he favored
that to wielding his veto pen.
"I think we should put off the politics for a little
longer. For many people this election has gone on
since the second I took my hand off the Bible in
1993," Clinton said.
Clinton said his administration would not try to
get involved in Russian President Boris Yeltsin’s reelection campaign, saying the United States should
not "take any position on the elections in another
country."
Clinton said, "We have to say clearly that we are

44

I just hope we can avoid this
kind of gridlock. There’s no need
for it.

99

Clinton said that he hoped he and Dole could
work on the nation’s business before getting
embroiled in an all-out presidential contest.
"At some point in the future, we’ll have our coniventions and there’ll be plenty of time to have our
election campaign," Clinton said.

Perot camp suffering from infighting
Ross
DALLAS (AP) Some ol
Perot’s once-ardent supporters are
questioning why they ever thought
he was the answer.
Amid legal wrangling, a complaint to the Federal Election
Commission and a tussle over their
very mission, the founding members of Perot’s United We Stand
America are now divided.
"Everything he started using volunteer help, he destroyed," former
Perot volunteer Debbie Taylor
said. Ms. Taylor was Ohio coordi-

atm and hairwoman for United
We Stand America, which Perot
established in 1992 while making
his unsuccessful presidential bid.
She and other one-time supporters say Perot has abandoned the
organization and its mission to
educate the public about issues
such as campaign finance and
political reform in favor of his new
effort to create the Reform Party.
National United We Stand workers have been transformed into a
staff for the new party, seen by
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"This is a very far-reaching ...
policy that’s going to have some
constitutional issues attached to
it," Victor G. Oboyski, president of
the Federal Law Enforcement
Officers Association, said in a telephone interview. He said agents
are going to be required to be
politically correct" in their free
time.
Rubin’s action affecting the 31
Treasury agents is being taken
under current department rules,
former
Noble,
said Ronald
Treasury undersecretary.

ISLS

COMO Lalima

many as a launching pad for
another Perot run for the White
House.
"In the states, some of the volunteers are still trying to save
United We Statid,4 said Mick
Ringsak of Butte, Mont., a former
chairman and member of thenational board. "I think theReform Party is a had idea and
would undo a lot of what we had
accomplished."
Russell Verney, national executive director of the Reform Parry,
said the changes were made
because United We Stand America
had gotten to the point where its
members were able to continue at
a local level without support from
tuitional headquarters.
"There was a reorganization in
January and most of the staff that
was formally involved with United
We Stand has moved over to the
Reform Party," he said.
There’s a more basic dispute
over who gets United We Stand
money and records.
"They’re out to get our records.
They also wanted to get the rest of
our money for the Reform Party,"
said Ann Saucier, a former Perot
volunteer in Columbus, Ohio.
"Can you beat that? A man with $4
billion trying to get our money?"
Each group is trying to get the
law on its side.
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Union approves United Kingdom cattle slaughter
Consumers
turn to other
food sources
LONDON
(Al’)
As Ilie
European Union approved the
plan to slaughter millions of
British cattle, worry over the
nation’s mad cow disease is
spurring consumers in two opposite directions some
are thinking about becoming vegetarians,

is hilt
talc’ t.is, Snapping up beef
at reduced ja es.
I he London -bast d N’egetarian
Suits is said Monday it has received
al...lit -WO t alls (la% snit v die start
rd the scare from people interested iii becoming yegetar tali. It usually receives half that.
" I he mad oyv scare was the last
CALVI
KLEI
FIGUESS
YSL
-ND!N
C
so aw for main people," said Steve
Cornier, spokesman for the society,
an indepetider it consumers group
that advises on alternatives to eating meat. "The past week has been
frantic."
The beef scare has also

111CleaSed interest in %eget:man
cook
books.
W.stersts silt’s
Booksellers lid., whit h has a t hail]
of British bookstores. (Torte(’ a
live-had increase Hi sales of such
books in the past two %seeks.
Health concerns flared at tits.
Europe March 20 whet. the British
goNCIIIMelll acknowledged there
min be a link between mad cow
disease and the equally incurable
Creutzfeldt-Jakob brain disease in
humans. Previously, the British
government had denied any link.
The announcement sent beef
sales crashing, first in Britain, then
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nothing %siting stall, ii, he said.
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Team tours alleged mass grave
Investigators probe
possible war crimes
VLASENICA,
liosina-liertegoyina
(AP)
International investigators
Tuesday toured an area where some of
the thousands missing since the fall of
Srebrenica are thought buried.
U.S. troops with the NATO peace
force promised to protect and aril the
team investigating suspected mass grave
sites near the eastern town of Vlasenica.
U.S. headquarters in the northern city
of Ttula pledged that the soldiers would
provide security, emergency medical
care and a liaison team.
The Americans attached conditions
to the offer. Aid will be provided only
"within the force’s capabilities and
when it will 1101 be detrimental to the
primary mission" of enfor( irig military
p.,, ts sit lit Bosnian pi
plan. the

U.S. statement said.
The offer seemed to commit the U.S.
troops more than ever to the effort of
searching for mass graves and punishing the people responsible for the
deaths.
Expressing concern that its strength
would be diluted by taking on too many
tasks, NATO for months fought off pressure to get actively involved in the hunt
for mass graves. The new flexibility on
the part of the American force
appeared to be at Washington’s order.
"We will really provide the environment for them to do their job safely and
we will give them the support they
require," said British Royal Air Force
Commodore David Wilby, a NATO
spokesman in Sarajevo.
The investigators from the U.N. tribunal on war crimes for the former
Yugoslavia will be checking the suspected wasi sites at id wart Fling the area for
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Glamour in the skies

mines, tribunal sources said.
Vlasenica is in the heart of Bosnian
Serb-controlled territory, northwest of
Srebrenica, where about 7,000 Muslims
disappeared after the town fell to the
Serbs in July. Most are presumed to
have been massacred by Bosnian Serb
soldiers.
On March 22, U.N. Ambassador
Madeleine Albright toured a nearby site
where bone and skull fragments and
remnants of clothing documented the
killing that apparently followed
Srebrenica’s fall.
Accounting for Srebrenica’s missing
CFIGUE.DKLEI
CALVINS-YDIU*-N weighs heavily
and punishing the killers
on the peace process, with the Muslimled Bosnian government accusing the
international community of not doing
enough. The war crimes tribunal has
indicted Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karadzic and his military commander,
Gen. Ratko Mladic.
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In japan, becoming a flight attendant a
"soochoowadesu" is a dream come true.
Tens of flunisands of young women line up
%Cal t,11 51 ace spots on the cabin crews
(.1 it,, ii,
.t.jor Japanese airlines. Those
who su.
’..tre the envy of their peers.
It’s 11111111.of America in the 1960s,
when
and drink on airplanes
had a Oa..., ,..s popular image. In modernday japan, the phenomenon ’,.IV’s a lot op
tout I) 515’’? ninnies
Stewardesses
".,
ti staitIs: Is
ininine
behavior.
",Steysi7r(lesses
air -

bets of an elite, trendIn Japan,
club.
Many
setting
iapanese women snap
flight attendants idolized tip
any designer shoe or
as fernine ideal
I ,,,Tnetic cream that

II( as
reports say is
tastned by Hight attendants.
"A stewardess doesn’t show her inner self,
hut there’s a strength inside. That’s why I
think it’s such a wonderful job," said Hayaka
Kobori, 19, a student at a Tokyo training
school for flight attendants. Only one in four
of the students gets a job.
Those who promote the flight attendant
ideal acknowledge that lack of opportunity
elsewhere helps make it such a competitive
career path. During Japan’s four-year recession, it became common for big companies
to simply announce that they would not be
hiring any women
that year.
"Japan is
different
from
America,"
said
Ka.seya, the magazine editor. "The
fields of work
luurn Kaseya where women can
hood:
intulligent,
Stewardess Magazine deputy editor fully use their
potential
(are)
beautiful and genlimited."
tle,"
said
Kurni
In Japan,
Kaseya, deputy editor of Stewardess Magazine, read every where female office workers are often
month by 30,000 fall, all(lwannabes.
expected to make tea and tidy up after their
On U.S. and other foreign airlines, flight male colleagues, becoming a flight attendant
attendants often enjoy long careers and are offers women a greater payoff in prestige for
rewarded for flight experience, seniority and the kind of subservience that would probaknowledge of safety ’procedures.
bly be expected of them anyway.
Still, puryes ors of the flight attendant
Fot Japanese flight attendants almost
dream would!’ I win any prizes in the West
all of \Shorn are women youth and beauty
are absolute requirements, even if the air- for political correctness.
"The desire to give good service is somelines won’t say so directly. Most retire after
thing that’s inherent in women," said Kaori
five or 10 years.
During those years, though, they’re mem- Umezawa, a teacher at the school.

meet the most
beautiful ideal of womanhood:
intelligent, beautiful and gentle.

.1 1,

Jobs summit ends with no agreement
.1.1,111le (.A.1") Labor ministers from the seven richest nations went
back to their jobs today without reaching agreement on the best way to get
their 22 million unemployed back to
work.
The Group of Seven nations
France, Germany, Britain, the United
States, Italy, Japan and Canada were
torn between two contrasting strategies.
The Americans and British support
free-market remedies that allow more
workforce flexibility, lower wages and
less welfare but create greater poverty
for unskilled workers.
The French and Germans lead a bloc
of more interventionist nations con-

cerned about maintaining wage levels
and social safety nets, at the cost of
higher unemployment and business-stifling high taxes.
President Jacques Chirac of France
asked the ministers to trace a "third
path" between the two models, urging
them to set minimum standards for
work conditions, job security and social
welfare.
No mention of that "third path" was
made in the final statement issued
today at the end of the two-day summit.
"There are many different paths, it’s
not quite clear what he meant," Labor
Minister Douglas Young of Canada said
after the meeting. "1 am very reticent to

t iii hi itish heel pines Its up to 30
percent.
today,
laixembi tut g
iii
European Union 1.11111 ministers
iipi.iposals
resumed talks it
to fund the slaughter of I I 2 mutton] firms), 5 ii lie iii an effort to
dlii fears of 111.1,1 ( 11W dIStilLSC.
And Stie1111,1, 11,411 around the
world gathered in Geneva for a
two-day conference 1111 mad cow
disease convened by the World
Health Organization. They are
expected to issue their own, nonbinding res ornmendations on containing rims m 11515 Is

go down any path ... I do not see a global solution to these particular problems."
The statement’s social clause also was
noncommital.
"We do not need to choose between
worsening unemployment and widening income inequality,"the statement
said. "Although there is no single solution that fits all our various situations,
during this conference we learned
from each other’s experiences."
Faced with large debt payments and
spending constraints, G-7 nations have
limited options in fighting joblessness.
The countries did agree, however, on
broad initiatives to spur growth.

Premier’s son: Israel misled Lebanon
JERUSALEM (AP)
Aridl
Sharon, when he was Israeli
defense minister, misled the government about plans to send the
army as far as Beirut during the
1982 invasion of Lebanon, according to the son of the late premier
Menachem Begin.
"It is clear he (Sharon) misled
the prime minister on this central
issue," wrote Benjamin Begin in an
affidavit submitted to a Tel Aviv
court and made public Tuesday.
Sharon, who along with the
younger Begin remains a leading
figure in the Likud opposition
party, vehemently denied the allegations.
The infighting in the Likud is
politically important, with Israeli
elections scheduled in May and
Sharon being touted as a candidate for a senior security position
should Likud win.
The documents were released
Tuesday by the court, where
Sharon is suing the newspaper
Haaretz and its correspondent Uzi
Benziman for $160,000 for libel.
The paper reported in 1991 that
Sharon misled Menachem Begin
about the invasion’s aims.
When the war broke out, Begin
promised it would be brief and the
army would go no more than 25
miles into Lebanon in order to
push PLO artillery away from
Israel.
But the army went much farther,
reaching the capital of Beirut and

LONDON
NON-STOP

$27
Paris
Frankfurt
Amsterdam
Madrid
Sao Paulo

expelling Yasser Arafat’s PLO to
Tunis. Israel remained mired in
Lebanon for three years; hundreds
of Israeli soldiers died.
Sharon was forced to resign
after Israeli -allied Christian militiamen massacred hundreds of
Palestinians in the Sabra and
Chatilla refugee camps ill Israelicon trolled territory in September
1982.
A year later Begin resigned and
became a recluse, fueling speculation that he was bitter about the
course of the unpopular war.
Two other affidavits from the
Haaretz case made public Tuesday
appeared to support Benjamin
Begin’s claim.
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In a statement excerpted on
Channel 2 TV, reserve Maj. Gen.
Amram Mitzna alleges that Sharon
asked the army "not to provide
maps that were too detailed ...
because the government will see
and he (Sharon) does not want
the government to know."
In another statement made
available to the AP. Begin’s personal secretary wrote that the premier’s relations with Sharon
soured during the course of the
war.
Vona Klimowitzki, the secretary,
quoted Begin as saving about the
army’s activities: "There are things
I know, and there are things 1
kr is retroactively."
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Recycling: Center houses information to make the world a better place

PHOTO RN’ CHRIS SINILSCI - SPARTAN DAILY

James Budish tosses brown bottles into
separate metal bins at ABC Recycling
Industries Ltd. in Santa Clara. Bottles are
sorted by color to get the best quality and
the best price for the glass when they are
sold back to bottle companies.

From page I
whet e people can get information from
where to tale recvclable, reusable goods,
.uid hazardous wastes, to how to go about
bat kv aril composting. It also produces
consumer guides to help the public
make wise choices about product consumption and disposal.
it used to be vou took (waste) to the
landfill and buried it. Olszewski said.
"Integrated waste management is looking
at waste as a resource."
California mandated that waste going
into landfills from counties and cities be
reduced by 25 percent by 1995, and 50
percent by the year 2000. Santa Clara
C.ounty was one county that met the 1995
goals.
"One of the things that helped make
(reaching the 1995 goal) happen was the
CDR," Olszewski said.
The small, not-for-profit organization,
staffed with students and volunteers, prosides information to the public and businesses via an upcoming Web page,
phone, fax, mail or in-person at the
office from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
Because the CDR is at SJSU, it benefits
the public and students by keeping the
costs low while providing cutting-edge
training in integrated waste management
to students and volunteers.
"It would be very costly at our own
offices," said Paula Stoner, Santa Clara
County coordinator.
The ground breaking program has
been successful and there are plans to
keep the six-year-long partnership evolving. "As far as I know this is pretty
unique," Stoner said.
Olszewski said he sees the CDR as a
liaison between the community and the
university. "There really needs to be a
linking of (SJSU) to local residents."
He said he imagines a statewide network of CDR’s that would be housed in
the CSU system, all modeled after SJSU’s.
Each one would serve its region.
His dream became a legislative movement in the California Assembly a couple
of years ago, but failed. There is some
new momentum which may bring the
legislation back to life, he said, and
Stoner said the idea is fully supported at
the county level.
Stoner said the CDR could be a perfect place for providing a county materials exchange bulletin board and other
projects such as waste audits for big and

Friends Of Prof. Jane Wertz
Charles "Chuck" Wertz died peaceffilly in his sleep
Monday night, April 1, 1996. He is the husband of
Professor Jane Wertz, Professor of Advertising in the
School ofjournalism & Mass Communication.
A memorial service will be held:

Friday, April 5, at 7:00 p.m.
Los Altos Methodist Church
655 Magdalena Avenue,
Los Altos at Foothill Expressway
Students and colleagues are invited to attend.
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Jose Nunez stacks a fresh cube of crushed cans from the a
densifier machine at ABC Recycling Industries. Avoiding to

put aluminum cans back into the landfill causes a domino
effect which saves m anpower, evergy and the enviroment.

Olszewski said. "They are moving into
areas where there are very few trained."
The CDR and the concepts of integrated waste management have spawned new
programs in other departments at SJSU
also. The department of nutrition and
food science now offers a course to
design low waste food packaging, and the
engineering department offers a class on
design for the environment.

small businesses.
"The problem (being at SJSU) is the
continuity for the CDR," Stoner said,
referring to the training lag-time for new
students.
Many students have gone on with their
experience at the CDR to move directly
into the recycling field, some in local government and others in private industry.
"There is a new breed of individuals,"

"CDR goes the next step," he said. "It’s
about developing the solutions and
maintaining the answers."
Olszewski said the program will continue far into the future because of its success. "As long as there’s the need, we
should provide it."
For mow Informatum, call the (DR hot line at
924-5453.

Advocate fears U.N. cutbacks may hit women
UNITED NATIONS (AP)
The United Nations has been a
boys’ club for too long, says the
organization’s first coordinator for
women’s issues. So she is striving to
ensure budget cuts don’t hit
mitnen harder than men.
Facing the worst financial crisis
of its history, the United Nations
announced Monday that 800 of its
10,000 headquarters jobs will be
cut by the end of 1997.
"In almost any society or organization, women are the most vulnerable part, and they are the
most scared," said Rosario Green,
a former Mexican deputy foreign
minister who was named the U.N.
coordinator for women’s affairs in
December.
Green, who as assistant secretary
general for political affairs is one
of the highest-ranking women at
the United Nations, argues seniori-

ty should not be the only factor in
cutting staff.
She says women would suffer
disproportionately from layoffs by
seniontv because many were
recruited recently as the United
Nations sought to bring more
women onto the staff.
That
would
undermine
Boutros
Secretary-General
Boutros-Ghali’s goal of boosting
the ratio of women in the professional staff to 50 percent by 2000.
Only about 35 percent of the 2,500
professional posts are held by
women.
The fight over who will be cut
loose is sure to be heated and complicated.
The United States and other
members states are urging greater
efficiency and fear that young,
aggressive, reform-minded staffers
could lose their jobs in favor of

long-time bureaucrats who enjoy
seniority.
Many U.N. staff members are
fighting to make sure seniority is
respected.
The U.N. Charter requires a
geographic mix among the staff
and nations that accept the idea of
increasing the number of women
might object to layoffs of their own
male nationals.
Current rules on layoffs focus on
performance and seniority, said
Donna Chiurazzi-Del Gaudio,
human resources coordinator at
the United Nations. But she added
that U.N. leaders "know that we
have to pay attention" to geographic distribution and equal
opportunity for women.
"We are more focused than ever
on the role of women," ChiurazziDel Gaudio said. "But with the
budgetary reductions it is more of

a challenge then ever before."
To reduce the impact of layoffs
on women, the United Nations is
likely to favor women in cases
where male and female workers
are considered of equal merit, she
said.
It is not clear how much the staff
will shrink through buyouts and
attrition and how many forced layoffs will be necessary, ChiurazziDel Gaudio said. In 1995, more
than two-thirds of the more than
100 buyouts went to men, she
added.
Mohamed Oummih, head of
the U.N. staff union, said the
union will fight to "see to it that
women are not hurt the hardest.
But, by the same token, I do not
want to hit men harder."
Green has powerful allies in her
battle, including U.S. Ambassador
Madeleine Albright.

Injections may be key to contraception
LONDON (Al’) Weekly injections of testosterone reduce the
sperm count of almost all men to
below the threshold needed for
conception, according to a study
published Tuesday by the World
Health Organization.
The 2 1/2-year study of 399 couples in nine countries found that
the injections were an effective
contraceptive for 98.6 percent,
according to the report in Fertility
and Sterility, the journal of the
American Society for Reproductive
Medicine.
Testosterone was already known

to inhibit the production of pituitary signals which normally
instruct the testes to produce
The men, aged 21 to 45, were all
normal, healthy, fertile and in stable relationships. They received
weekly testosterone shots in the
buttocks.
There were only four pregnancies among the study couples during the test period.
Another result of the study was
discovering the sperm threshold
necessary for contraception,
according to Fred Wu, a senior lee-
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Ride the South Fork American River with AS Adventures
#A300 Whitewater Rafting
Don’t miss out on this adventure. The South Fork American River is the most
popular whitewater river in America providing thrilling Class II & III
rapids along its II -mile stretch. Along the way enjoy a delicious
gourmet lunch. You will get wet, and you’ll have fun doing it. Pre -Trip meeting:
April 17 at 6pm-6:30pm TRIP DATE: April 27, 1996 9am-5pm. Cost: $85 Students
$90 Non-student. Register by April 12, 1996. Transportation is not provided
by AS Adventures hut carpools arc definitely encouraged. Absolutely no refunds.
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turer
ii endocrinology at
Manchester University who supervised the monitoring of 72 British
couples.
Earlier research had shown that
testosterone injections would virtually eliminate sperm production in
60 percent of men tested. The
problem was in inhibiting contraception among men whose sperm
level was lowered, but not wiped
out, by testosterone injections.
The study showed that a sperm
count of less than three million
was enough to guarantee no conception. That threshold was met by
a further 38.6 percent of the men
bringing effectiveness to 98.6
percent.
"Previously we did not know
what the effective threshold below
which there will not be conception," Wu said. "This means the
vast majority of men can use it."
He said it was still not known
why the injections were not eketive in some men.
One American expert said the
study may point to a breakthrough
in contraceptive techniques.
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at to do during
the SNAP prepai edi

’. ssssi kisiok

an earthStay calm. Panic
create more
roblems.
Move away from
(glass doors and
:windows.

. Duck, cover and
thold.
. If you are
doors, stay

Cindoors.

5. If you are out
doors, stay outdoors. Move away
from power lines
and poles, trees, tall
buildings, walls and
chimneys.
6. If you are in a
vehicle, stop in an
open area.
Stay away from
overpasses, bridges
and tall buildings.

Quake

7

What to do afte

From page 1
how to tooduct sounsell dot cog nil what
to do Ater. The bask plan writ I, is .55 d
making the neighborhoods km( non tilde
pendent from the ci. lot up to 72 hours.
Dick Staley, SIM emergem y preparediesi, coordinator, said common sense
lid( mation can save lives.
"The first thing is to gain knowledge
alai understand what to do," he said.
Included in the SNAP plan is a preparedness kit whir h follows basic guidelines for many earthquake preparedness
plans. Its)
Id he stored in a sale, accessible place.
The kit should include enough food
and water for three to five days and a firstaid kit. Freshness dates on food and medication should be checked regularly and
water should be dated.
It should also have a tent, sleeping hags,
personal hygiene items and basic tools.
fhis is in case your house is not safe toreenter.
Staley added a few basic items to the list
such as sturdy shoes, cash, prescription
medication and prescription glasses (if
meded). He said students and faculty

,lionld

prelim,

then own kits

IN

keep

(11,1111 MOMS.
the (111111’11111 has one

of the
lac gest si ale di ills ha it
disasters. At
the end ()I April, the t.unpus will take part
ill the drill whit h evacuates almost every
buildnig sinitiltarieously.
"Building emergency trams work
together to t he k for casualties or disabled eople who need assistance," Staley
said. lie said the university has made a lot
of plans to ensure safety, but that people
should remember there is no guarantee it
will be enough.
"Everybody is always responsible for
themselves," Staley said. He said if it idividnab take that responsibility, the% ate more
useful to others who might need their
help in case of an earthquake.
With the list of preparation from SNAP,
Staley also said students an prepare their
dorm rooms by not hanging pictures on
the wall. stabilizing bookcases and keeping
stout shoes under the bed and other necessary items close by. He said be prepared
to not re-enter the building.
"(People) have to be prepared for all
contingency," Staley said.

born the SNAP prepared’’, -.5

lstlikbook

After an earthquake
1. Again, stay calm.
2. Immediately
check for injuries
and fires.
3. Wear sturdy
shoes for protection from debris or
broken glass.
4. Use a flashlight,
not a match unless
you are sure there
are no gas leaks.
5. Check utilities,
appliances and

sewer lines for
ages before usi
them.
6. Listen to the
radio for emergency informatio
7. Do not use the

telephone except
for emergencies.
Non-emergency
calls can overload.;
the circuits, preventing others fro
reporting emerge*.
cies.

Pepsi
changes
its color
Firm introduces
new packaging
LONDON (Al’)
Next to
those bright red cans, Pepsi just
wasn’t getting the attention it
wanted.
The company is introducing a
vivid blue can in Europe and
other parts of the world that
scraps the familiar red, white and
blue logo. Instead. Pepsi cans will
adopt a color the company thinks
will attract more cola-swilling
teeti-agers.
Pepsi, perhaps preparing for
another Komi itional blitz, pointedly did not release any plans for
the can in the United States or
Canada. But the company did say
it would eventually use the new
11(xik worldwide.
The $500 million campaign
that started on Tuesday is part of
Pepsi’s plan to close the gap with
Coca-Cola, the dominant cola
outside the United States. With little more growth to be squeezed
out (it North America the two
cola giants are looking at the rest
of the world to increase sales.
The campaign flaunts flashy
in. sick including Cindy Crawford
and Claudia Schiffer and tennis
star Andre Agassi. Even Air
France’s top-speed Concorde
supersonic jet has been painted in
the new Pepsi color.
While the company hopes the
pitch will make Pepsi look a little
sexier, sonic analysts think blue
will leave customers, well, blue.
Market researchers who get paid
to predict how consumers will
view certain color s say blue is typically a conservative color that
doesn’t cut it in selling fix
Pepsi likes to use words like
"fun, dynamic and exciting" when
talking atx nit blue.
Coke is in the midst of testing
the market for a curvy can reminiscent of its hourglass-shaped
bottles. Pepsi is looking for a way
to stand out in a market place lull
of bright-red Coke cans.
Althimgh Pepsi runs almost
neck and neck with Coke in the
United States, it trails Coke badly
elsewhere. In Britain, for example. Pepsi has a 19 percent market
share, compared with Coke’s Si)
percent.
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It fits right into your buciget.
(Like you have one.)

Hey. We krIpw its a lot easier to say you’ve got a budget than it is to actually have one. So get a prepaid
7-Eleveethone Card.You’ll save up to 75%" on long distance calls away from home. And you pay in
advance for * 15,30, 60.90 minute or new 3 -hour card, so there’s never a bill to surprise you at the end
of the month. Just dial the 800 number on the back of the card, punch in your card’s access code and
you’re set. It’s cheaper than calling collect, cheaper than a telephone credit calling card, and cheaper than
pumping quarters into a pay phone. Who knows, maybe it’ll inspire you to budget
other things too, Yeah, right.

Egg smuggler
sentenced
to three years
A buLOS ANGELES (Al’)
rner Playboy mansion animal
keeper was sentenced to 37
months in federal prison for helping to smuggle rare Australian
cockatoo eggs into the United
States.
Theodora Swanson, 36, was
convicted in July of helping in a
$1 million smuggling operation
imailving the theft of eggs from
nests in the Australian outback.
The thieves hid eggs under their
shirts and brought them to the
United States.
The eggs were hatched in the
United States and mild for mitre
than $10,000.
Swanson was tearful Monday as
she was being sentenced by U.S.
District Judge David V. Kenyon.
She denied any role in the smuggling.
Mark
attorney
Defense
Werksman told the judge that
Swanson was swept into the cockatoo conspiracy by the "Svengali
effect" of her boyfriend, wildlife
expert William Wegner.
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=um In the
saddle
again
Results
23-.1pril 2

Women’s Tennis
Spartans beat
Chaminade, 7-2, Lewis
and Clark, 5-1, and
University of Hawai-Hilo.
8-1, on Friday after having lost to Hawaii. 9-0,
the day before.

Schedule

Softball
UNLV at SJSU.
Wednesday. 6 p m.. PAL
Stadium. This game is
also Spartan faculty/
student day.

Baseball
SJSU at Nevada Reno,
Thursday & Friday,
230 p m . Reno,
Nevada.
SJSU at Nevada,
Saturday. 1 p.m.

Men’s Gymnastics
Mountain Pacific
Championships.
Friday, TB. Santa
Barbara, Calif

Men’s Golf
Western
intercollegiates,
Saturday & Sunday,
IBA Santa Cruz. Calif.

Women’s Tennis
SJSU at Long Beach St.,
Saturday, 7 p.m., Reno,
Nevada.
SJSU at Nevada,
Sunday, 9 a.m.

By Ilene Vivian Meeks
sp.risi to IS. Sparta. Daily
On this paiticular Friday night. the San Jose
Arena floor was cushioned with 875 tons of
dirt instead of ice. Cowboy hats and Wrangler
jeans were the group norm and cantankerous
bulls and wild horses were the objects of attention at the Dodge Truck World’s Toughest
Rodeo on March 22.
Every World’s Toughest Rodeo begins with a
patriotic opening ceremony, showcasing more
than 200 professional cowboys and cowgirls in
six world championship events.
Bareback bronc riding, calf roping. saddling
broil( riding, steer wrestling, cowgril barrel
racing and the most dangerous of them all is
bull riding.
The rodeo proved how tough it really was to
hundreds of spectators in the stands.
Melissa McFadden, an SJSU advertising
major, said this was the closest she had ever
been to a bull, being a first time rodeo fan.
it was different. It was exciting and scary at
the same time," McFadden said.
Dawn Shiroia, a SJSU counseling education
graduate student who has attended 20 rodeos
so far, said, "I think rodeos are just very gutsy,
very wild, and very unexpectable," Shiroia said.
And hanging on to these bucking, slobbering, raging animals for eight seconds isn’t so
tough for riders.
Bull rider Kerry Bonner said he wasn’t nervous before he saddled up on a nearly two ton
bull.
"You can’t be nervous," Bonner said.
"There’s nothing to fear but fear itself. My
competition is the bull; That’s the only competition."
Bonner. like many cowboys, was competing
for the cash prize of almost $2,500 at the
Rodeo. He said only the top four receive a cash
prize. He said in order to win, you need a bull
that bucks hard.
"Everytime I get on I plan on winning first,"
Bonner said. "You have to have a positive attitude."
If the rider’s free hand comes in contact
with the bull,the rider is automatically disqualified, which happened to Bonner.
"That bull was terrible," he said afterwards.
See Rodeo, page 9
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A rider hangs on at the Dodge Truck World’s Toughest Rodeo held on March 22 at the San Jose Arena. The rodeo
showcased more than 200 professional cowboys and cowgirls in six events.

Briefs

Malang the cut

Touritotte does whatever it takes to learn to win

Former San Jose State
University running back
Johnny Johnson signed
with the 49ers Monday

Women’s tennis team
takes 3 out of 4 in Hawaii

The signing of Johnson,
whose two-year, $3 million contract was filed
with the NFL on Monday,
made it mandatory that
somebody had to go due
to the team’s salary cap.

Spartan Dail, Staff Writer

By Lindy Bois-vert

That somebody was
49ers
running
back
Dennis Brown.

It may seem masochistic, but
snapping her wrist with a rubberhand keeps Mary Tourtlotte’s body
safe from more serious harm.
"If she doesn’t do that, she’d
hang her legs with her racket until
she couldn’t walk," said teammate
Heather Klein.
Tourtlotte learned this trick
from the Spartans football coach
and uses it as a form of tension
release. Now, rather than abusing

full of water and muttered to no
one in particlular, "Oh my God,
can this day get any worse?"
If losing in straight sets can
worsen a tennis player’s day, then,
yes. Mary it can. Atter leading 3-0
in the first set, Tourtlotte lost the
match 7-5, 6-4.
The other players didn’t seem to
fare any better, and the match was
lost: SJSU 1, St. Mary’s 5.
No. 4 player, Stacy Holmes, was
the only player to leave the courts
victorious after the match was over.
The wind may have been a factor, but it should have been in
SJSU’s favor, said Spartan player
Heather Haas. "We’re used to the

her legs whenever she errs, she
gives the rubberband a pull. The
sound of the snap can be heard
from the bleachers next to court
number one; as the match went
on, this sound became more frequent.
No. 1 is Tourdotte’s rank on the
team, but No. 1 is not how she finished the match against Santa
Clara on March 21.
Both strings broke on the only
racket she brought. She held up
the match while she looked for
another, and finished the match
with one unfamiliar to her.
Ready to start the match again,
she knocked over a tennis ball can

wind; we practice in it every day.
We should have had the advantage."
The Spartans went into the
match knowing that their chances
of beating St. Mary’s were slim,
said Haas. "They beat Santa Clara
8-1, and we lost to Santa Clara. So
we knew they were tough."
After the St. Mary’s match it was
off to Hawaii for the Spartans.
They spent spring break in Hawaii.
The week was filled with surf, sun
and tournaments four of them.
They played University of Hawaii,
Chaminade, Lewis and Clark, and
University of Hawaii-Hilo.
From the first match, the

Spartans knew that they wouldn’t
leave Hawaii undefeated. They lost
to University of Hawaii 94).
The next three matches were
played with more "aloha" spirit.
defeated
The
Spartans
Chaminade 7-2, Lewis and Clark 51 (lio doubles were played) and
University of Hawaii-Hilo 8-1.
Because of the 9-0 loss to
University of Hawaii, none of the
Spartans went undefeated in
Hawaii.
No. 2 player Michelle Matro
won three of her four matches,
No. 1 player Tourtlotte and No. 3
player Stacy Holmes each won two
of their four.
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San Jose State University

SPORTS

SPARTAN DAILY

Spartans take on New Mexico
span...Daily Siafil Report
The San Jose State University
softball team (13-20) faces of
tough challenge this evening at

6:00

p.m. going up against the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas at
the
Stadium,
The Rebels finished last season
tied for third in the College World

PAL

Series and bring to San lost
only a 24-9 overall and
league
record, but also a national ranking
of seventh.
The Spartans hope to avenge
last seasons two losses to the
Rebels, 2-0 and 10-4. They have an
overall record against the Rebels
of 12-23.
Though the Spartans are a

7-1

Si’lllig .111(1 tip( timing leant, leadership is provided by senior Pat
Martinez.
She is currently leading the
team in four different categories;
batting average (.390), hits (39),
runs (22), and doubles (9). Her
career hits (24)4) imd doubles (34)
total rank first on the all-time SJSU
career rankings list.

Medneaday, April 3, 1996

Rodeo: Showcases 200 cowboys
like clowns in bright make-up
and crazy costumes during rodeo
shows.
Bullfighter Joe Baupigar trier
said he gets a rush every tune he
IS ow there. As long as my feet
work and mv legs wog k. Iran do
my job," Baumgaruier said.
Shiroi said she disagrees with
animal rights groups or protesters

From page 8
"It is a spinner, lie was all over
the place. I am going to pray for a
lietter bull tomorrow night."
When the rider falls on the
ground, it is the bullfighters job
to fight the bull away from the
ider before it does ally serious
idilv harm.
Bullfighters are dressed more

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim lot product’s or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
aid offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MARKETING/ENVIRONMENTAL
We need 3 individuals wilting to
work hard for above average
Income. Bilingual a plus. Parttime.
Full-Sine. 408-988-1760.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
L. Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
Cal or appty in person. MonSun 77.
408.286-5880. 5550 Moidzn Awe
btwn San Carlos ard Parkmcor,
tetwid the Cad ard Party Sine.

ACCIDENT WITNESSES Dd you
see pedestrian crossing San
Fernando at 5th. Wed. 2/28/96.
10:25am. hit by car’? Please call
Rivka 924-5595.
COMPUTER SALES ASSOCIATE
The computer department of the
FAST FUNDRAISER Raise $500 n 5 Stanford Bookstore is looking
clays-Graers. Orcups, Cite. motivated for a lead and two full-time,
individuals. Fast. easy No financial entry-level sales associates. ideal
obligation. 1-806862-1982 ert.33. candidates should have good
leadership skills, strong customer
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
service skills, and a good working
Only $57.00 per year.
knowledge of computer hardware
Save 30% - 60%
& software, specifally Macintosh.
on your dental needs.
Flexible hours. We otter excellent
For into cal 1 800 655 3225.
benefits and an exciting campus
environment. Send resume to
Stanford Bookstore, Attention
CAMPUS CLUBS
Human Resources. Stanford. CA
94305 or Fax 415-322-1936.
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Eryoy earring about VIVI. SCOttiSh, CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
and Welsh culture. Explore the to 52,04:30+/month. World travel.
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open Seasonal & full-time positions. No
to all students interested in exp. necessary. For info. call
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and 1-206-971-3550 en C60414.
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.
DONT WAIT FOR FIACEMENTI Get
hundreds of professional agencies
working to find you the perfect
EMPLOYMENT
career (800) 995-0796 ext.7132.
HOSTESS/FINE DINING P.T. EVE. LAW OFFICE, PART-TIME- P.M.
Must be outgoing/energetic. Light typing, gen phones, filing.
Rue de Paris Downtown. 2980704. $8/hr. Call Margaret: 241.1941.
BOOKKEEPER - PT. Invoice, post.
pay bills on QuickBooks. Good
phone manner a must. Excel exp
a plus. Call Lisa 408-275.1784.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS wanted
Sum 96. Independence HS 8. SJSU
pools. Please call West Coast
Aquatics for info. 408.259-4522.

OCCASIONAL CHILDCARE for 11
year old boy. Hours vary. Homework, swim, etc. Car & refs req.
Patient, energetic, fun, exp. only.
Stevens Creek/San Tomas area.
$5/hr. 983-4732.

MARKET RESEARCH ASSISTANT
wanted. BT Commercial Real Estate.
Computer & comm. skills. Please
contact Brian @ 436.3622 ASAP.

PARENTING INSTRUCTOR
$9- $11/hr. 25-30 hrs/wk.
Exp w/ DO., parenting &
early childhood development.
Car necessary. Fax resume to
248-1221.
DIRECTORS: Adult & children@
church choirs. Call 377-8155
or fax resume to 377-8523.
WANTED- BAND & ORCHESTRA
Imminent Saiesperson. Looking for
someone with retail experience,
knowledge of band & orchestra
instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call
The Starving Musician 554-9041.
GENERAL HELP. Small thrift store
close to SJSU. FT/PT, flexiole
hours. $5 $7/hr. Bob 2933763.
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
Day Camp, Spats Carnp & Specialty
Camp Director & Leader applications
being accepted at the Central
YMCA. Applicants must be energetic, enjoy working outdoors,
have previous experience working
with youth & have the ability to
lead a variety of camp activities.
For an application or more info,
contact the YMCA at 298-1717 or
stop by 1717 The Alameda. Sanitise.
WAITER/ESS FINE DINING EXP.
Req. Lunch/Dinner Rue de Paris
19N. Market Downtown San Jose.
ARTS& CRAFTS people could use
some help. Steady work. Some
weekends required. Ed 984-4020.
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1
year customer service experience.
& desire to serve people. Polite.
well groomed, and professional
attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr.
+ tips. Call Mike, 415/546-1747.

TEACHER: Before & After School
Program, F/T. Paid medical,
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec.
units required. Resume to:
Frederick Ferrer, 0 Gardner
Children’s Center. 611 Willis Ave.
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Borg-Wamer Protective Service
REXIBLE HOURS
FT/PT/Weekends only
57-59
Unarmed security officers
Prestigious client sites
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
Military experience a plus
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE
1-800-385-9419
or apply in person
591W. Hamitton Seri Tomas Exp.
Campbell, CA (408) 378-9760
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
COLLEGE STUDENT TO DO" UST
_Register for class _Roommate
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
books _FIND A JOB!!* _Strike
up a conversation with that nice
lcoking person I met at registration.
‘We can’t help you with everything but we may be able to help
you with a job.
Would you like a position that
will compliment your class schedule?
Posrtons available throughout Sal
Jose Salta Oats Fremont &Milpitas.
VANGUARD
SECURITY SERVICES
Apply M-F 8arn-5pm.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
corner Scott/San Tomas.
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
1.301.306-1207.

CAR PREP / DRIVER
You will keep all cars ship shape,
washing, vacuuming, checking
fluids & driving. Positions are now
available at our Sunnyvale and
Mountain View locations. We otter
flexible schedules in a fast paced,
friendly environment. Candidates
must be at least 18 years of age
with college credits & possess a
good driving record. Please apply
in person with D.M.V. printout at:
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
680W. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-1211
(408) 730-0900
OR
ENTERPRISE RENT-ACAR
1415A W. El Camino Real
Mountain View, CA 940402405
(415) 9676800
DOES YOUR SLIMMER JOB SUCK?
Our 129 year-old publishing company, Southwestern, is looking to
select 8-10 students from SJSU
to work in our summer program.
Average profit from summer work:
$5,766. For interview information
call (408) 241-9903.

YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS. ATTENTION: ACTIVIST ORIENTED
FT/PT School-age childcare (6+ ECE/ students. Help the Calif. Nurses
FOR RENT
preferred. Ml, 2-6 flex. Looking
Assoc. get the 1996 Patient
for fun creative people who are Protection Act on the Nov. ballot & SMALL STUDIO APT. $310/mo.
willing to make a difference. work to guarantee access to safe, incl. parking. otos. 162 E. San
Summer opportunity also availaffordable health care for all.
Salvadore 269-3617/ 3549313
able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
Flexible part-time positions
For more information. call Marie avail, on campus with evening & 2 LIDRat APARTMENT 11800/140.
at 408.3761877.
weekend shifts offered. Salary
Security type budding
potential of $600 or more.
Secure Parking
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE You must be at least 18 years of
Close In
Parttime, am/pm snifts, flex hours.
age & a registered voter in the
Modern Building
Aso. ASSISTANT DISPATCH position.
State of California.
Laundry Room
P/T Mon-Fri. 12pre.5pm. Starts Cal Warren Mar at 408-243-3391. Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
at $8.00/hr. Serving Downtown Hiring NOW. campaign ads Apt 21. (408i 295 6893
San Jose. Inner City Express.
22 West Saint John, San Jose. $ CRUSE SHIPS HIRINGI Students
Apply in person 7:30am-6pm.
needed! $$$+Ree Travel (Europe.
SHARED HOUSING
Caribbean, Hawaii/ Seasonal /
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR Permanent. No exper. necessary. WEST SJ. AREA ROOM FOR RENT
ft & PT positions avail in busy Guide. 914929-4398 ext. C1131.
2 bdrm, condo. pool. Jacuzzi.
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
$375 + 1/2 utilities. 241-8269.
available. Flex hrs. $7/hr to start. TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORN Apply in person. 1314 So. Mary up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic ROOM FOR RENT VICTORIAN
Ave. Sunnyvale.
conversational English in Japan $295/mo. + utilities. Call Aru
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching 358-9262. 2 blocks from school.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED background or Asian languages
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. required. For information call: FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
Students neared in the immediate 1-206-971-3570 ext. J60413.
in attractive, newly remodelled.
area. Fill-time/part-time openings.
spacious, tri-level townhome in
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Santa Teresa foothills. Scenic views,
International Bartenders School. for egg donation. Desperate peaceful surroundings. Guaranteed
Asian couples need your help parking. Clean. new & in impeccable
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN to conceive. Can you help? condition! Fully furnished bedroom on
and rewarding Job? Become a Ages 21-30, healthy and 3rd ievei. Clubbouse/pboliscs. Easy
teacher or a subsitute for our responsible. Generous stipend aozess to 85 & 101. Only S325/mo.
school -age day care program. and expenses paid. Please call + util. Call Angie at 408-974-8898
These are great positions for WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
or 408-224.2015. leave message
students. Most teacher positions
&your call will be returned. Females
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
and non-smokers only, please.
positions are perfect for those
up to $120/week!
who have only one or two afterBecome a Sperm Donor.
ROOM FOR RENT-South SJ area
noons available. Units in ECE. Healthy males, 19.34 years old. Pool, exercise room, easy 85
Rec. Psy. Soc. or Ed are required. Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty access. $350/month + shared
Please call Small World Schools Contact California Cryobank util. Call Russ / Harold 7239310.
at 408-379.3200 ext. 21.
415-3241900, M-F, 8.5pm.
ADMIX ASST, PART-TIME, flex
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp
& friendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing
speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail
oriented. Computer experience
helpful. Will train. $9.00- $12.00
per hour to start. Fax resume
to 408/993-0759, attn: John.

ALASKA SUPAPAER EMPLOWADIT Students Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to 53.00046.000+
per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female.
No experience necessary. Call
1-206-971-3510 ext A60414.

WORD PROCESSING

SERVICES

HEALTH & BEAUTY

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
Term papers, theses, resumes.
group projects, etc. Free spelling
and grammar check. Typewriter
available for filling in forms. Do
you tape interviews of people for
reports or later reference? if so.
I will transcribe your tapes.
FAX machine. Notary Public.
Will do one day turnaround when
schedule permits. Call Anna at
972-4992 from Sam to 7pm.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST ik
,/ A
accepting alllaah!S
’0
excel in playing guitar or :Yobs Alm
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate Le Alvanced. Learn
any style- Jazz, Blues. Rock.
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, Or Folk
Call Bill at 408-298-6124

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Let me do it for you!
Resumes, Term Papers,
Screenplays, APA,
Dictaphone.
Pickup / Delivery Available
Julie 445.0707
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters,
Manuscripts, etc. WorcPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser H. All forreats. specialong
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm).
THE PERFECT PAPER
Resumes
Research Papers
Manuscripts. etc.
Worked with SJSU Students &
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Turnaround. 10 minutes from SJSU.
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
from 8arn-6pre 0(408)937.0373.

TRAVEL
EUROPE $249.
Be a little flexible and save $55.
We’ll help you beat the airline pnces
Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCHO 8004349192
airhitchritinetcom.com

$35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
640,000/YR INCOME
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R- State Hayward’s Bangkok Sum.
potential. Home Typists/PC 2236 for details.
men Quarter / Discover Thailand
users. Toll Free 1-800-898Tour. Under $3.500. Academic
9778 Ext. 1-2236 for listings.
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Info: Julie Clark. 510-885-3538.
SCHOLARSHIPS
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants. $1,000 mow SCHOLARSIIIPSI
toddlers, preschool & school age. $1,000 scholarships and various
SPORTS/THRILLS
awards sponsored by Packaging
Great advancement and growth
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
opportunity. Good benefits. Slimed.
100% PURE ADRENALINEI
There is nothing compared to
openings. ECE + exper. preferred. eligibility. Scholarships available for
String and Fall 1996. Graduates
the exhilaration experienced by
Call Action Day Nurseries.
recerve 5 or more job offers.
408.996.1437.
slrydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
Starting salaries from $30k-r.
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
SJSU student owned 8. operated.
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
Program
Elem. school-age recreation prog..
BAY
AREA SKYDIVING
Packaging
Marcondes.
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the
1-510-634-7575.
Coordinator at 408/9243216
IS 207 or CCB 200.
school year. turns into F/T (or P/T)
during sum, camp prog. XInt. sal.
INSURANCE
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not alai, Apply for your share in millions of
AUTO INSURANCE
school year? Call for summer em- unclaimed private sector aid. Call
ployment-lifeguards. camp leaders). Scholarship Resource Services.
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
408-261-8676.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
TELEMARKETING
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Sell Calif’s best newspapers. FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over 56
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm Billion in public and private sector "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus. grants & scholarships is now
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Near Light Rail. Transit.
available. Al! students are eligible "Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 2965270
Call Today, Work Tomorrow. regardless of grades. income.
FREE QUOTE
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
or parent’s income. Let us help.
NO HASSLE
408.494-0200 Call Student Financial Services:
Downtown
NO OBLIGATIONAI
408-364.2700 18002636495 ext. F60414.
Campbell
so open Saturdays 9-2.
Office positions also available.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
PART-TIME JOB
We can help. Private money.
COMPUTERS ETC.
To Fit Your Schedule!
No pay back. For details. call
Proposed ballot measure would 510-632.0835 or 510-471 8667.
FOR SALE
save tax dollars and require cornpetitive bidding for government
SS WE PAY TOP CASH SS
REAL ESTATE
contracts. You can help qualify it
For Old/Used Computer
for the ballot by circulationg petiMemory & CPU’s.
tions during your spec time you GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
"We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
get paid .50c for each signature pennies on 51. Delinquent Tax.
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
of a registered voter! For more Repo’s. REO’s. Your Area, Toll
1-800-808-8356.
info, call Taxpayers For Efficient Free 1-800898-9778 Ext. H-2236
Government at 18009245575.
for current listings.

PROOFREADING EDITING
& Word Processing.
Get your papers edited before
they are graded: A polished
paper improves grades.
Free pickup and delivery.
18 years business experience.
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(408) 2414513
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Tumbler MLA
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc. Work/English/History
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus,
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul a Virginia 408-251-0449.
TOJO’S WORK PROCESSING
Servos Resumes, School Papers.
Flyers. Powerpoint presentations.
Color output very low rates.
Call Today! 408-937-7201
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses. term papers, group
projects. resumes, mini outlier
cassette transcripten All formats.
Fax available. Experienced.
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
Resumes Temi Papers
"Letters *Tape Transcriptions
20 years experience.
Low Rates!
408/297.3341,

WANTED
HANDICAPPED MAN looking fo
live-in companion. Call after 4o370-3604.

FOR NanoNAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

Print your ad hem. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers,

408-924-3277

punctuation & spaces between words

ODOLHOMEMODOED I I EI-71 ___L_JLHDFIFDE
DEDDEDODOODOODEDOODOODDEDODHLIT
DODOODDEDOODODOLTMEIDDOOODFOHL
DOODDEMED7DODODEMEOEM=M7M
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two Three
One
Days
Day
Days
$9
3 lines
$5
$7
$10
4 linos
$6
$8
$11
5 lines
$7
$9
$12
6 Ulnae
$10
$11
$1 for each additional line.

arne
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$11

Five Andress
Days
$13 Cm5.5 Stale
$14
Phone
$16
$16
Send check or money Order ID
Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the filth day, rate Increases by $t per they. San Ana State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold lor no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words avalable in bold for $3 each
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209
Deadline 1000 a in two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
Al! ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines. $70
Rates /Or consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines. $110
El QUESTIONS? CALL (401) 9243277

Special student rates
or

that believe it is inhumane treatment w animals.
"That’s what they do on ranches I roping steers). A lot of the
things they do is for work. This is
more for fun." Shiroia sad.
-I look at (rodeos) as a dangerous sport." McFadden said. "I
would come to another one. it
WAS really different."

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth
Sports Instructor. Lifeguards.
SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards.
Swim instructors, Camp Canselors,
and Sports Camp instructors.
Accepting applications at the
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632
Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose. CA.

9

available for these classifications.$5.00
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

& Found ads are offered free,

for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads

Please check
one classification:
Vu ssages
:s
.) ouncerrents
_lost and Found"
_Volunteers*
_For Sate*
_Autos For Sale*
_Computers Etc
_Warted.
_Erntoloyment
_ ODDc.,1,.^ es

.
io-.:
:
_Ream Estate
_Servi,-es*
’,
_f-o- i"
_SO.",
_insurarc)
_E-te^ I

_Word
Si-ciats

must be placed in person in

3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
1.-Pe9Orsori0-11a212s-aCfehtyPS
Home security
Vehicle security
Child
Csumer
on
assist
information
18$1.rs.70
/ Touch tonemaxi
THE COP-LINE. Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Ph.* 408-6835723.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring. confidential,
Convenient Peninsula local irt
.
Dissertation/thesis spec
Samples & references as,,
Chinese & other langs. spoke,.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consuitat n’
(415) 1525-0505...ask for Daniel.
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green
Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call
Tamara Daney 415.267-7267.
WRITING HD.P. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays, letters. application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info. please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall,
COCKRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professionai
Association of Resume Writers
Reasonable Rates.
Call 356-6782.

J"KI half relhavf-

specialist. Confidentiai
Your owe prooe or disposable.
335S Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247.7486.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip - Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Harr Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave e17. Campbell.
(409) 379-3500
WANTED 100 STUDENTS Lose
8.100 pounds. New metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds in
3 weeks. Guaranteed results.
$35 cost. 1-800-6663829.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Etectroyt:.
e answer!!
I remoy+
any where
Of yO,’ " facial hair to
-iociointment.
i ’
- E - -c. y515 Place.
::90
sci- Jose. 9939093.
MoriSat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
Al! Students Receive 2171k Discount.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
acoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.
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Mine car
Zip over the ice
Dwelling place
Optimism
Fete
Of the mouth
Portent
Passion
Flower
necklaces
Highway
amenity
Genetic copy
Actress Chase
Not any
Sailing vessel
Solitary one
Chess pieces
Kayak’s cousin
Sidekick
Jogs
Staffers
Singer McEntire
The - of
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Fixeo " :tiano
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Men.,
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4 Speaks of
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hockey player
6 Asian nation
7 Forever - day
8 - close for
comfort
9 Miscalculate
10 Empty
it Chocolate
cookie
12 Common street
name
13 "Or -" familiar
threat
21 Yodeler s
home
22 Alberta tribe
24 Regulated (real
estate)
25 Basehaller
Slaughter
26 ’Jack - could
eat no fat
27 Giggle
28 Deed holder
24 Weighed [IOW,
A,r1.1 of

"Carmen’
31 Classify
32 Ladies
casuals
34 Films
37 Venicie
38 Was contrite
40 Canvas cover
41 Presage
43 Periods of
history
46 "Shogun"
setting
47 Swears to
48 Swedish
rock group
49 House
wings
50 Drench
51 Stringed
instrument
52 Symbol of
peace
53 Paradise
54 Pink
56 Price ticket
57 - ii, a day’s
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Federal government opens probe of beatings
Illegal immigrant
chase was filmed
by television crew
sOl’TH II Mt
I I
\I’ In
a televised toutiontation human rights
activists compared to the Rodnev King
beating, sheriff ’s deputies repeatedlv
clubbed two alleged illegal immigrants
:MCI a fiat ctl lreeWin
County.
The
Rivet side
Sheriffs
Dep.atimait piii ivy. deputies involved in
Monday ’s nit ’dent on paid leave. and the

s
1)epar orient said the FBI tea.
aisestigating. Pfesidefit Clinton was e on
,
a spokesman said.
"Fin not going to stand up her e and say
that there was no fore e used. bee Aust. you
esould laugh me out of the ii rout," sheriffs
pokesman Sgt. %talk Iciliman told
l(pc titus. "We saw it, we saw the same
Vitictitapc that everyone’s seen, and we’re
einfaurassed."
Ramona Rijistriti. eset utlye director of
the Amen, an ( nil liberties tnion of
Southern ( cliii tic. called for a Justice
Departmeilt it ir estigation.
"Tlit .
s just beat those people up
ii
1
blows," Ripston satel. ’It did-

nt seem to br Hui essarv. They didn’t
appear to be lesisting.
"It’s another Rodney King." Ripston
added, referring to the 1991 videotaped
beating of King by police officers after a
high-speed chase that ended in suburban
Eats Angeles.
The alleged illegal immigrants are
Mexican and the deputies are white, the
Sheriff’s Department said.
Immigrant rights groups condemned
the beaungs, taped by television news helicopters that followed overhead as deputies
chased a battered pickup crammed with at
least 21 suspected illegal immignuits.
"The officers weren’t in any imminent

Bilingual teachers offered bonus
Officials respond
to soaring
numbers
Icssot stied Pin,,

With the number of students who
don’t speak English soaring, education officials are it v ing something new to aura, I bilingual
teachers: a signing be wilus.
-We know we need them and
we’re going all out to get them,"
said Jan Carey, spokeswoman for
the County Office of Education,
which operates Head Start programs, special education classes
and communin selmols serving
about 50,000 stink 111.S.

Because demand greatly outstrips suppla the Office of
Education is tittering $1,000 to
$2,500 signing bonus to bilingual
and special -education teachers.
The imbalance has been caused
by several trends: Student enrollment is growing, more of those
students speak lit t It ITT 110 English,
fewer people air bet oming teachers, and teachers has r little incentive to specializes III bilingual education.
That’s bet au., icistiicc tors who
do so must sprint an additional
year of training vrt cli ccc’t make ,my
more money, ruin( ators say.

with physical or mental disabilities.
In addition, few colleges provide
training for special-education
teachers.
In Santa Clara County, youngsters who speak little or no English
make up more than 20 percent of
students. In some districts, that figure is 40 percent.
Some of the county’s school districts have issued emergency credentials for bilingual and specialeducation teachers.
Those certificates let people
with bachelor’s degrees teach
before qualifying for a credential.

The same is true of teaches who
specialize in teaching children

Explosion rips through oil refinery
MARTINI! \l’
Shell Oil said investigators
will sift through the remains of a refinery fire
Tuesday to determine %dim set off a deafening
explosion that rattled heat h% homes and sent
flames shooting into the skv
The fire followed thr c \ plosion just before 7
p.m. Monday ill the Mai tine/ refinery’s light oil
processing area, Shell spokeswoman Tomi Van de
Brooke said. The unit is used to convert hydrocarbons into gasoline, she
said.
"I felt a rumble first and
then I looked outside and
saw the light in the sky."
said John Taylor, 33, who
lives several blocks from
the industrial waterfront
area dominated by clusters
of refineries.
"It was just big, big black
halls of smoke," Taylor
said.
L’sing foam altd water. about 30 firefighters contained the spectacular blaze at about 10 p.m.
All employees were accounted for and there
were no reports of injuries.
Flames roared through the section and smoke
billowed into the air and moved east toward
Antioch, witnesses said. A red glare from the flames
was visible 10 miles away.
County health officials warned residents to stay
indoors, keep their pets inside and avoid inhaling
smoke. No evacuations were ordered.
Shell officials said only a few employees were in
the area at the time of the explosion. They said
there was only one blast, but residents claimed they
heard ,T sec olld
plOST MI fir,
minutes after the

first one-.
Van de Brooke said the explosion did not involve
hazardous materials and assured residents that
there was no threat to the community.
Only portions of the refinery were operating
Tuesday but the remainer of the facility, except the
damaged areas, were expected to be operating by
the end of the week, she said. The damage estimate
has not yet been determined.
"It’s a very unfortunate incident,’ Shell
environmental conservation manager Robert
Jacoby said. "Nobody was
hurt. That’s the important thing."
John Taylor
After the initial
witness .1fot
is wore off, the blaze
at ii .w ted several gawkers.
Thirteen-yearold Anthony Senko rode
his skateboard to the plant after the explosion.
which shook his house,

It was just big, big black balls of
smoke.

THE

NEW YORK (AP) A California con imer
people will get sicker. HMOs deny they impose
group accused the big HMO Pacificare Health undue restrictions on drugs, contending drugs are
Systems Tuesday of discouraging use of a new often the most cost-effective medical treatments.
chickenpox vaccine just to save money.
Pacificare is one of the country’s biggest and
Consumers for Quality Care said Pacificare’s fastest growing HMOs, with profits projected by
position against Vulvas the first -ever
Wall Street analysts to grow nearly 20
vaccine against the disease contrapercent per year. In addition to
dicts endorsements by federal health
California, it provides health care seragencies and leading pediatricitms.
vices in Florida, Oklahoma, Oregon,
"This appears to be yet another case
Washington and Texas.
of HMOs rewriting medical science to
Roughly 4 million Americans,
meet their cost-cutting goals," said
mostly children, get chickenpox every
Jamie Court, a spokesman for the
year, tisuallv it’s just a nuisance, but in
group, a leading critic of health mainterare cases it’s serious with about 9,300
nance organizations in California.
people hospitalized each year and nearPacificare, which serves 1.8 million
ly 100 deaths.
people, mostly in California, said
Varivax, developed by Merck &
money has nothing to do with its posiCo., of Whitehouse Station, NJ., was
tion and that parents who want the vacapproved by the Food and Drug
cine for their children can have it if
Administration a year ago. The vaccine
they ask.
is expensive, at about $40 per shot, not
The HMO said it is concerned the
including doctor fees. Nonetheless it
vaccine may wear off years after it is
quickly won an endorsement from the
administered, leaving adults vulnerable
American Academy of Pediatrics, which
to the disease when it can be much
urged a nationwide vaccination promore serious.
gram.
In most children the disease is mild,
The Centers for Disease Control
Jamie Court
and once it’s gone, the child is immune
Consumer group and Prevention is about to issue a simifor life, prompting doubts about
spokesman lar endorsement and is arranging to
whether the vaccine is really tie( essary,
have the federal government pay for it
Pacificare said.
for poor children, said Dr. Walter
"The real issue is all of the unanOrenstein, director of CDC’s national
swered questions about V.IT I \ alS, not
immunization program.
cost," said Dr. William Ostler off, medical director
The vaccine nearly pays for itself in reduced
of Pacificare’s California 1-1M0s.
medical expenses for children who don’t get the
The dispute illustrates a new front in the growing disease, Orenstein said.
"Also if you look at indirect benefits, for examnational controversy over whether HMOs scrimp
on high quality medical care in order to maximize ple, the parent who won’t have to take time off
profits.
from work to take care of the children, there is
A study last month showed that HMOs which more than $5 saved for every dollar spent on the
limit patient access to the newest, most powerful vaccine," Orenstein said.
drugs may save money now, but are causing health
But Pacificare doesn’t plan to have its doctors tell
care costs to go up in the long run because these patients about the vaccine.
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This
appears to be
yet another
case of HMOs
rewriting
medical
science to
meet their
cost-cutting
goals.
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It was the second blast in the area in two mem
A hydrogen pipeline exploded Feb. 1 at a nearby
plant that makes steam to heat Shell’s refinery. Two
workers suffered minor injuries in that explosion.
The refinery produces 140,000 barrels of gasoline a day, Shell officials said.

vices is crucial the Postal Service,
Smith said. iii aid the agency will
seek other mai keting methods.
The goal had been to become
an official sponsor of the two conventions as a method of advertising, as many other businesses do.
The agency was similarly criticized
four years ago when it was a sponsor of the Olympic Games.
It is illegal for federal agencies
to use public money for political
purposes. Postal officials stress that
their agency does not receive tax
money for operations, paying its
own way through the sale of
Postage.
The Postal Service remains subject to review in Congress where
postal officials are seeking changes
to give them more flexibility in
changing rates and offering new
services.

TAKE A BREATHER

Save up to
12O

AST I MA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS

ii you are healthy, non-smoking
and between ’the ages 12-65,
you may quid& to participate
in a rescai I Ii qudy using an
IliVeslig:1111111:11 :W1111111 or
allergy int,11, :Moll. You will
receive financial compensation
for you time and effort.
Qualified participants could
earn up to $800
Alter*, & Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research Center
4155 Nk.H1LlIkAvc,81:itcl,S;iii
Call

tr3tig
>-get a
FREE trip’
Save up to $121) when you
purchase a college ring,
and, as a bonus, you get a
FREE trip to destinations
in the continental U.S.

1 -800-74-ASTHMA

UNIVERSITY HEALTH

now has
EVENING HOURS!

CENTER

Open Until 7:00 PM Tuesdays & Wednesdays
Beginning April 2, 1996
evenings every week
Appointurich is and drop-in visits. Basii services are free to regularlyen rolled Spill students. The Pharmacy, Xray and Lab art: also open late.
A Physician and Nut se Practitioner arc now availahlc two
icr

Appointments Ye. Information: 924- 61211
Iltalding. Room Wei, Corner: tith & Paseo (le San Carlos

_

The midday, 70-mile chase began near
Temecula in Riverside County when
authorities said they saw the pickup on a
side road often used to avoid a Border
Patrol checkpoint.

HMO vaccine flap grows

A
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ate confident they will do whatever is
appropriate," McCurry said,
Jose’ l’escador, Mexico’s consul general
in Los Angeles, said he was shocked by the
footage of the arrests and vowed to seek
justice for the immigrants.
"At first I was angry, but I also was surprised because I didn’t believe that those
people were police officers," he said.

"I thought maybe it might have been an earthquake," he said. "I looked over here toward Shell
and I saw a big flame so I ran over there."

Conventions lose sponsor
vsi it\ , ( IN .aP) The
Postal Service is canceling plans to
be a sponsor of this summer’s
political conventions.
Just last week the agency disclosed plans to donate $500,000
each to the Republican and
Democratic convention organizing
committees.
raised in
Questions were
Congress about the Postal Service’s
ttse of its money in the effort the
agency described as advertising
similar to that done by its competitors.
"Our intentions have been misunderstood," chief marketing officer Loren E. Smith said Tuesday.
"Our goal was to utilize an excellent marketing opportunity to
demonstrate two of our products
that fair strong, direct competition," Smith said in a statement.
in
Improving the growth
oven tight and small package ser-

(huge!: such I ids, f 1Villiarns Jr., est.(
.
tire difet t.
oalition for Humane
Immigrant Rig lit. a I cis Angeles. "It was
just a breakdove cc ccl tine process. The officers’ behavior was tint alled for."
Justice Department spokesman Myron
Marlin said Tuesday in \V’ashington that
the FBI had opened a civil rights icr t,tiga1)eval Pair it is, the assistant attoriita grit« al fof c ruI I iglos, discussed the
ast this morning vv
.S. Attorney Nora
\ lamella in I.c is \i ’grit,. Marlin said.
it esident t Ic ncin also expressed concei la Who, ticuse press secretary Mike
Mt:Curls such IIICSTICIV. "We will keep in
coma, i ccciii he
e Department. Wr

April 3-5
April 8-9

acARytp
9am-3pm
9am-3pm

also 5pm-7pm on Tues

At the Spartan Bookstore

WHAT IS
POPS’ STUFF?

-4 40’111414

DRInK A LOT OF PePSI? GeT A LOT OF FR ee* STUFF.
GET HIGH-OUALITY

meRCHAI1DISe BY cotiecTino

C

I OH 1’1111111,11S

Pepsi POInTS FROM SPECIALLY MARKeD
PACKAGES OF Pepsi AnD DIET PePSI.

senD in YOUR POInTS TO GeT

f
;I

YOUR FR ee Pepsi STUFF. YOU
cAn ALSO PURCHASE ADDITIOnAL
POInTS TO ORDER YOUR STUFF

even soorteR.

’AB A CATALOG AT THe STORE DISPLAY FOR DeTAILS.
OR CALL I-800-341-2424 AnD

weu senD YOU one!

With multiple Pep, purchuses plus shipping ond handling One, expires 10i31 96

DRINK Pepsi

GeT STUFF
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